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Women have been part of modern revolutions since the American Revolution 

against Great Britain. Most descriptions and analyses of revolution relegate women to a 

supporting role, or make no mention of women’s involvement at all. This work differs 

from prior efforts in that it will explore one possible explanation for the successes of 

three revolutions based upon the levels of women’s support for those revolutions.  An 

analysis of the three cases (Ireland, Russia, and Nicaragua) suggests a series of 

hypotheses about women's participation in revolution and its importance to revolutions' 

success.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 In this study I explore the relationship between sex and revolution. Specifically, I 

posit that the higher the ratio of women to men in a revolutionary organization, the more 

likely the success of that organization. This theory derives from an ocular examination of 

the successes and failures of revolutionary movements in the twentieth century. Casual 

observation suggests that several successful revolutions, that is, those that overturned the 

previous order(s) and established a new order, had a relatively high ratio of active female 

combatants and female non-combatant support. The same observation also suggests 

failed revolutions had relatively low (or non-existent) levels of female participation 

within the revolutionary movements’ structure and organization. 

 Beyond relatively few and scattered case studies of individual events and nations, 

work of this sort has not been published (Pateman 1998; Andreas, 1990; Elshtain, 1987). 

While the evidence is difficult to obtain, supporting data do exist. The greatest problem in 

studying this issue is delineation of terminology and precision of definition. What 

constitutes a revolution? At what point is success assured? What is a combatant or non-

combatant? And, What is the threshold ratio that sets successes apart from failures? I 

address these issues in the next section.  

 I suggest that by the mere inclusion of women, a revolutionary organ becomes 

more “radical” or revolutionary. In the cases examined, the established orders allowed 

little female political participation, and social equality was token or non-existent. On the 

other hand, the equality given to females within a revolutionary movement tends towards 

greater parity and equity than that within the social order being assailed. This is, in and of 

itself, a revolutionary concept for many societies and states.  

 I also suspect that that inclusion could not come about unless women desired 
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greater levels of equality, and were frustrated by the state and/or society. When an 

obstacle is placed in one path, many may choose another path. This illustrates the 

dilemma facing enlightened women in a repressive society or state: whether to remain at 

a standstill, or to choose a novel and revolutionary approach to their problems. The 

underlying suggestion is that some women who chose the path of revolution may also 

have had an ulterior motive for wishing its’ success. 

 The countries and/or rebellions and revolutions that are examined are Ireland, 

1926-1921, and 1969- present; Russia, 1917-1921; and Nicaragua, 1977-1983. I also 

mention that certain revolutions are specifically excluded: the Iranian of 1979, and 

similar theocratic fundamentalist coups worldwide. I explain these ommissions further in 

the next section. The data used are drawn from the government archives of those 

countries, and/or from the revolutionary organizations’ archives, letters, and other 

material. Some of the data may seem suspect, especially when addenda and “new” or 

“lost” data are included. Where no data exist from states or other internal organs, 

appropriate social science indicators drawn from international sources are used.  

 My methodology, as indicated in the title, is simple comparative analysis. No 

extensively sophisticated data analysis methods are used, as there are no available data of 

sufficient scope and quality for such systematic analysis. Further, such methods do not 

seem necessary to the scope of this work. Ocular examination of the refined data will 

have to suffice. Available data should show a correlation between female participation in 

the revolutionary movement and revolutionary success. 

 It is hoped that my research will be encourage further work in this area.  Much 

deeper and broader investigation into the phenomenon of revolution must be conducted to 

completely understand both its origins and effects. At the same time, understanding why 

females in the populace would join an event of this nature must also be explored with 
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greater depth. While the current literature has made progress toward understanding these 

events, much more remains to be done. 

 

DEFINITIONS 

 

 What constitutes a revolution? Is it as simple as ‘a successful, rapid, and violent 

overthrow of the existing state, regime, and society; a movement that establishes in its 

place a fundamentally different state, regime, and social order.’  Or, is it a broader 

definition:  “Revolution is the overthrow of a government by means which are manifestly 

illegal or unconstitutional within the framework of a given system, and the substitution of 

another.” (Groth, 1996). Without the substitution or replacement, what occurs is merely 

riot, or when on a large scale, rebellion. That is to say: destruction without creation 

(Groth. 1996).  

 To this definition I must add the word fundamental to the changes made. The 

replacement of people or personnel without shifts in policies, ideologies, et cetera, is not 

a revolution.  Without such a change, what occurs is merely a coup d’etat.  For the 

purposes of this work such will not be regarded as revolution.  

I would also add the words rapid and violent to the definition. This addition is 

captured well by Samuel Huntington’s (1968) explanation: “Revolution... is the broad, 

rapid, and violent expansion of political participation outside the existing structure of 

political institutions…” (1968). This definition also excludes evolutionary changes such 

as ‘ greater inclusion’ or ‘broadened participation’; ergo, amending a constitution to 

allow a wider suffrage is not a revolution.  

This definition of revolution deliberately eschews a connection of revolution to 

the Left, a lá Theda Skopcol (1979, 1984). While on the surface, many (if not most) 
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revolutions appear creatures of the Left, conservative elements, and those on the Right, 

have also brought about revolutionary change; whether Nazi Germany in 1933, or Chile 

in 1973.  I resist defining revolution as something wrought by the Left so that I may also 

exclude from the definition the concept of class. Properly speaking, females do not in and 

of themselves constitute a political class, and are often (as are men), divided in their 

political opinions and ideologies.  

While substantive change can and does take place over long periods, such slow 

change also is not a revolution for our purposes. Such transformations as the Industrial 

Revolution, Economic Revolution, and the Agricultural Revolution of the late medieval 

period, to list a few, indeed constituted fundamental shifts in the societies affected. 

However, they were not effected as a result of an individual or collective effort to bring 

about widespread socio-political change. Nor, were they intended in any wise to bring 

about political changes or regime shifts. Further, the gradual shift in types and styles of 

regimes and states can more properly be attributed to evolution when done internally, and 

when resulting from external forces, may be said to be the result of a global evolutionary 

process; such as international pressures, war, and so forth. Once more, outside the proper 

bounds of this work. 

 I include violence in the definition because no large-scale, far-reaching 

substantive political change in a nation-state seems possible without some. While the 

possibility exists for a non-violent revolution, this work does not address those that might 

be classified under such a definition: the cessation of Communist Party rule in former 

Soviet-bloc countries such as Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Hungary, and others.  

Examining the history of revolution suggests that violence seems almost necessary as a 

guarantor of success.  

Given these considerations, I therefore adopt Mehran Kamrava’s definition: 
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“...revolutions denote rapid and fundamental changes in political arrangements and 

leaders, principles, and orientation. ...the transformation of the very political fabric on 

which a government is based.......the basic premises on which political culture is based, 

and transforms the guidelines and the intricacies by which political conduct is 

governed..... revolutions are mass-based affairs of great magnitude, brought on and 

carried through by the mobilization of the masses of people against political targets. [A 

Revolution’s] dynamics need to be considered in conjunction with social and cultural 

developments.”(1992).  

From Kamrava’s definition of revolution, I contrive a similar definition for 

rebellion. I assert that the main difference is in that a revolution is successful, while a 

rebellion may fail to achieve power. All of the other aspects of revolution are present, 

however, and maybe even in greater magnitude. This means a rebellion can be bloodier, 

more rapid, broader in scope, and so forth. But if a successful and substantive change is 

not wrought in the regime-state, then a revolution is not what occurred. What happened 

instead was a rebellion. I must point out that this definition does not exclude civil strife 

and war. In the three cases examined, revolution/rebellion led to civil war. The Irish, 

Russian, and Nicaraguan revolutions led to a bloody and protracted internal conflict. I 

therefore include civil conflict as a part of revolution. 

 I divide into two broad categories the types of participants in a revolution: 

combatants and non-combatants. I do this for ease of use, well aware of the pitfalls of 

generalizing. Combatants are persons who take up arms in ready preparation for physical 

confrontation. Combatants intend to use violent means and methods to inflict harm and 

damage, whether upon persons or property. Non-combatants include those persons giving 

materiel and supplies to combatants. Non-combatants include also persons who may 

withdraw from the theatre of action, or whose intent is neutrality.  
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 A further distinction regarding types of participants is needed. A person who 

supplies all of the makings for plastic explosives may seem to be legally as responsible as 

those who use those weapons, and in the eyes of most societies will be held as 

accountable if caught. I propose then a sub-categorization for active non-combatant 

(participating on behalf of the revolutionary organization) and passive non-combatant 

(those remaining neutral and not engaging on any group’s behalf). A supporter of the 

revolutionary movement would be one who engages in non-material assistance: print and 

other media distribution, proletarians on sympathy strike, et cetera (Wickham-Crowley, 

1991). 

 For the purposes of this work, revolutionary movement, organization, insurgency, 

and all associated terms are used interchangeably. I will use I as a standard abbreviation 

for all of these terms where necessary. The abbreviation R will signify the regime, 

government, or state, all of which may also be used interchangeably. 

 This work also concentrates on the different contributions to revolution based on 

the biological delineation of male and female (rather than the artificial social constructs 

of gender- men and women). The socially constructed and assigned gender roles do not 

enter into this work except tangentially, but I use Men/Man/Male, and 

Woman/Women/Female, to refer to the assumed biological differences only.  Gender 

roles can and do change over time (DiStefano, 1993), and I will show how a “side” 

benefit of revolution may be greater gender equity and sensitivity to women’s’ needs 

(Beauvais, 1983). Biological constructs do not appear to change measurably over time1, 

and especially do not change as a result of a successful political revolution, Stalinist 

                                                           
1 Although this concept itself is currently under fire as more information becomes available regarding trans-
gendered individuals, "multi"-gendered individuals, and so forth. The traditional concept of binary sex 
categories has suffered some shocks within the medical community as the physical realities of mixed or 
ambiguous genitalia confront (and confound) physicians and psychologists. For more on this, see 
Trumbach (1998), Herdt (1994); and Laquer (1990). 
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pseudo-scientific claims of a “New Soviet Woman” notwithstanding (Mandel, 1975). A 

list of “gender” and related terms is located in the Appendix. 

 A note on latter-day Islamic Revolutions: While it can be well argued that many 

of the new regimes in the world came about as a result of a successful revolution, and that 

these include Iran and Afghanistan, I do not include them here. The relative or absolute 

backlashes that women have experienced, the (by Western standards especial) repression 

women experienced under the new regimes in these states, makes a measure of female 

participation effectively impossible (Elshtain, 1988). The data suggest that women may 

have supported revolution against the Shah, for instance, but that the subsequent turn to 

fundamentalist Islam has made women quiescent (Moghadam, 1997). Given that women 

enjoy little if any political and basic human rights in those cases, and that data are 

anecdotal or propagandistic, those cases must be excluded (see also Skocpol, 1984).  

 

THE PROBLEM 

Why do some revolutions succeed, and others fail? To answer that, I posit that the 

revolutionary organization which maximizes all available resources is the one that has the 

greatest likelihood of achieving success. In order to properly utilize resources an 

individual or group must be aware of them or be willing to accept alternate resources. 

Use of resources also pre-supposes a rational approach to meeting goals; meaning again 

the willingness to utilize whatever may be necessary to achieve those goals. Randall 

Collins (1974) asserts that human beings pursue goals in a rational manner (but notes that 

predicting the strategies used in pursuing those goals is impractical). For this work, what 

Collins states means that a revolutionary organization will use any means to achieve 

goals, and that an I is more likely to explore alternate or un-examined resources than R.  

To support these suppositions, I have adapted the resource mobilization approach 
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(RMA). Theorists such as Anthony Downs (1957), Charles Tilly (1977), and others make 

the assumption that actors in organizations as well as the strategies used are rational and 

goal-oriented (more on this further in this work.).  

I have selected three cases which appear to support this approach. In what are 

conventionally considered normal andro-centric societies, an insurgent group which 

allows, enlists, or actively recruits females is attempting to utilize more available 

resources; i.e., the roughly half of the populace that is female. With more resources (the 

females in the movement), the organization is more able to meet its objectives more 

frequently. 

 There is an added benefit for organizations that choose to include women. By 

exposing a portion of the female half of the population to the revolutionary ideas and 

ideals by inclusion, the organization is (consciously or not) quite possibly propogating 

the ideal of equality. Many regimes to which an opposition has formed are androcentric 

themselves, and often fail to include the female half of the populace in basic political 

processes2.  I assert that a revolutionary movement that chooses or allows such an option 

is not only making a practical choice, also demonstrating an ideological preference the 

society as a whole is potentially exposed to egalitarianism. This may revolutionize the 

society, and has the potential for long-term changes. 

 My reasons for using case studies to support my position are manifold. To begin 

with, the cases used demonstrate a successful set of revolutions in which the participation 

of females was recorded in some detail, therefore providing more evidence than usual of 

female participation. A second reason is to throw onto the empirical table the concept of 

female involvement in revolutionary activities; which should de-emphasize the andro-

centric nature of much prior research. Finally, I seek to discover, or inspire others to 
                                                           
2 There are some exceptions of note: El Salvador in the early 1980’s (Dunkerly, 1982), and the Shah’s Iran prior 
to 1979 (Moghadam, 1996). 
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discover, why and how revolutions happen, and why anyone (male or female) should 

wish to partake in a revolution. 
 

 
THREE CASES FOR CONSIDERATION  

 
IRELAND 
 
 Prior to the Anglo-Norman invasion in 1070, Gaelic Ireland existed as several 

groups of petty kingdoms, some no larger than a few acres. Within these realms, 

however, women enjoyed a status that few modern democracies can match (Darby, 

1999). While the arrival of Christianity had ended the matrilineal order, women still 

remained the equals of men legally and politically (Canavan, 1999). Women owned their 

own property, both in and out of marriage. Women could divorce their husbands for 

fourteen different reasons, including slander of the woman’s sexual performance3. 

Women had several folk heroines, who were presented as role models for both sexes. 

Women fought alongside men in battle, and even enjoyed their own warrior academy of 

sorts (ibid). Research shows that strong warrior women were being treated as equals as 

late as 1580 (e.g., Grainne Mhaol, a famed corsair captain and shrewd business-person, 

was received ‘in state’ by Elizabeth I of England (Coulter, 1993). The Anglo-Norman 

conquest, the Tudor plantations and the suppression of the Celto-Gaelic Church led to the 

erosion of women’s status. This did not, however, erase the folk histories, and tales of 

“Queen Maeve” or “Grania the Pirate” are still told to young girls as examples of “goodly 

Irishwomen” (Canavan, 1999). 

                                                           
3 Some examples include: the male partner impugning a female partner's sexual desires for lengthy 
foreplay, or the female partner refusing to engage in oral or anal gratification, and so forth. 
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These examples were often exhibited by various rebel leaders as a means to entice 

females to support or even join their causes, and with surprising success. The Rising of 

1798, for instance, featured women not only as troops, but produced some notable 

females as troop leaders and commanders: Moira McCracken, Patricia FitzHumbert, and 

Josephina Cooke, all commanded units of mixed men and women, roughly two-hundred 

strong each (Sanzer, 1993). Women also served as smugglers for the abortive “Fenian” 

‘rising of 1867, and served as informers for the Irish Republican Brotherhood, or IRB 

(the forerunner of the IRA), as well as informing to the British about rebellious goings-

on, night-riding, and other insurrectionary activity (Kee, 1983) .   

The Irish Republican Brotherhood (IRB) was formed on Saint Patrick's Day in 

1858. Popular opinion did not support the revolutionary ideals of the IRB nor did the 

English-controlled Roman Catholic Church. The mainstream support came from the 

poorer classes which, despite their poverty, were often highly idealistic. The IRB 

membership in 1867 was estimated at over 80,000.  

IRB delegates broke away from the feuding factions of “Fenianism” in the United 

States and Canada and supported Clan na Gael  (founded in June of 1867). The 

objectives of Clan na Gael  were to secure an independent Ireland and to assist the IRB 

in achieving this aim. Tom Clarke became a member of the Supreme Council of the IRB 

in 1909 and helped form the revolutionary paper ‘Irish Freedom’, becoming the link with 

Clan na Gael in America. In 1912 the IRB sent Sean MacDiarmada as a delegate to the 

Clan convention and he succeeded in securing the enormous sum of $20,000 for the IRB 
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at home4. 

In November 1913, the Irish Volunteers were formed in Dublin and 4,000 

enrolled on the first night. In 1914 Padraig Pearse went to America to raise funds to save 

his Gaelic school, St. Enda’s. This being achieved, Pearse turned his attention to 

revolutionary matters. On his return from America he sought 1,000 rifles. He was assisted 

by Seán Mac Diarmada, Eamonn Ceannt and Seán Fitzgibbon. Pearse was convinced that 

the revolutionary force in Ireland had never been better organized or equipped. The IRB 

had proven influential in many cultural and national organizations. Most of the leaders 

like Pearse, Plunket and McDonagh were fluent Irish speakers and were members of the 

Gaelic League or the Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA).  

At the outbreak of World War I, John Redmond urged the Irish Volunteers to join 

in the fight against the oppressors of small nations(Germany). Some 170,000 of the 

Volunteers supported Redmond whilst 11,000 supported Pearse. Tom Clarke urged the 

Supreme Council of the IRB that a rising must happen before the end of the war, 

especially as the Irish Home Rule bill under debate in the British Parliament had been 

suspended at the outbreak of the war.  

Thomas Clarke was the main instigator of the rising, supported by Pearse, Seán 

Mac Diarmada, Eamonn Ceant and Seán T. O Ceallaigh, who went to America for further 

assistance.  A few British and RIC (Royal Irish Constabulary) agents penetrated the IRB 

as they prepared for the rising. James Connolly used his paper The Workers' Republic to 

                                                           
4 One of the main and lasting effects of the Great Irish Famine of 1845-47 was mass emigration. The ‘Coffin 
Ships’ carried to the U.S. (and other nations) tens of thousands of the poorest Irish people who fled Ireland to 
avoid starvation. These people supported the republican cause by giving money, weapons and, significantly, a 
press machine which has continued to this day. 
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call for an armed revolt, and used the "Citizens Army" (a para-military organization 

founded upon socialist ideals) to protect the paper. The Irish Volunteers were holding 

recruiting meetings throughout Ireland and training enthusiastically. They awaited the 

signal to act, as the rising had been set for Easter Saturday, 22nd of April, 1916. Setbacks 

to the plan included the capture of Roger Casement and the weapons he had procured 

from the Germans, the capture of Austin Stack (commandant of the Kerry Brigade of the 

IRB), and the discovery of the plans for an uprising following a raid on German officials 

in New York City. The Supreme Council decided unanimously decided to proceed with 

the uprising despite the fact that they knew it had little chance of success. 

On Easter Monday, 24th April, 1916 the Government Post Office (GPO) was 

occupied by the revolutionary forces. The Volunteers seized and fortified six positions in 

Dublin city: the GPO, the Four Courts, Boland's Mill, St. Stephen's Green, Jacobs 

Factory and the South Dublin Union. Attempts to seize Dublin Castle and Trinity College 

failed. This latter failure severely restricted the Volunteers means of communicating with 

each other. The failure of the countryside to rise in support made it impossible to prevent 

the arrival of British reinforcements, so that by Wednesday the revolutionaries were 

outnumbered twenty to one. The British secured a cordon about the city and closed in. 

They concentrated their attack on the GPO. By Friday the GPO was engulfed in flames 

and Pearse gave the order to surrender. 450 people, many of whom were civilians, were 

dead with over 2,500 wounded. The city was left in ruins with the damage estimated at a 

massive £2,000,000. Over 3,500 people were subsequently arrested country-wide 

(including Eamon DeValera and Michael Collins), although 1,500 were freed after 
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questioning. Some 1,841 of these were interned without trial in England, and 171 were 

tried by secret court martial resulting in 170 convictions. Ninety were sentenced to death 

but 75 of these sentences were commuted to life imprisonment. The seven signatories of 

the proclamation of independence (Pearse, Connolly, Clarke, MacDonagh, MacDermott, 

Plunkett, and Ceannt) were all executed, much to the outrage of the Irish public who had 

by now begun to revise their opinion of the insurgents to the status of heroes. 

The rising was critical in terms of the overall fight for an Irish Republic. For the 

first time the masses of the country wanted an end to British rule, especially as the details 

of the secret executions became known. National attention was brought to the Irish cause 

and to the oppressive ways in which the English ruled the country. The "War of 

Independence" which followed in 1919, the subsequent Civil War of 1922, the formation 

of the Irish Free State in 1923 and the declaration of an Irish Republic in 1948 can all be 

traced back to the events of Easter week, 1916.  

During that week, almost 100 women, members of “Cumann na mBan”5 (the IRB 

women's organization formed in April 1914) and the Irish Citizen Army, (ICA) took part 

in the fighting at the various garrisons in Dublin. In the months prior to Easter Week, 

many women, active in Cumann na mBan and ICA received instruction in first aid, 

signalling, and weapons in preparation for the revolution. On Easter Sunday, the date 

originally fixed for the rising, members of Cumann na mBan, including Connolly's 

daughters, Nora and Agnes, travelled to different parts of the country to inform Volunteer 

commanders that the rising would go ahead the following day. On Easter Monday, as the 

                                                           
5 Named for warrior women of Irish mythology. Not to be confused with the post-1973 IRA organization of 
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Volunteers and ICA set out to occupy the various garrisons throughout Dublin, they were 

accompanied by several dozen women from the ICA and Cumann na mBan, to be joined 

later by many more once news of the rising spread.  

Of the estimated 90 women who took part in the rising, thirty-four (including 

Nurse Elizabeth O'Farrell, Julia Grennan and Winifred Carney) were stationed at the 

republican headquarters in the GPO. With the exception of Bolands Mills (where the 

commander, Eamon De Valera, refused to accept any women); a number of women were 

attached to the main garrisons in the city; the Four Courts; Jacob's Factory and the South 

Dublin Union. In garrisons and outposts under the command of the ICA, Connolly 

ensured that women held senior positions. At St Stephen's Green, Countess Markievicz 

was second-in-command to Michael Mallin. She, along with Margaret Skinnider (who 

was badly injured during the fighting), Madeleine French Mullen, and Nellie Gifford, 

acted as snipers from the roof of the College of Surgeons. In the City Hall area, (where 

the commander, Seán Connolly, was killed during the ICA attack on Dublin Castle Easter 

Monday), Dr Kathleen Lynn, the most senior officer at the outpost, presented the 

surrender to the British the following day.  

Throughout Easter Week, while many of the women of Cumann na mBan carried 

out the essential duties of cooking and nursing the wounded, others undertook the 

difficult and dangerous task of carrying the numerous vital dispatches between the 

various garrisons and outposts and the headquarters at the GPO. In addition to gathering 

intelligence on British troop movements around the city, women ran the huge risk of 

                                                                                                                                                                             
the same name. 
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transporting food supplies as well as ammunition through the many British army 

checkpoints.  

On Saturday, April 29, Nurse Elizabeth O'Farrell (who, along with Julia Greenan 

and Winifred Carney, Connolly's secretary, had moved to the new republican 

headquarters in Moore Street following the evacuation of the GPO), carried Pádraig 

Pearse's final order of surrender to General Lowe at the corner of Moore Street and 

Parnell Street. That evening she toured the garrisons with Pearse's order to surrender. She 

continued in this duty on the next day, even though she had worked on wounded all that 

night previous. 

Altogether 77 women were arrested as a result of the rising. While many of those 

were released within days, five (Brigid Foley, Máire Perolz, Nell Ryan, Winifred Carney 

and Helena Maloney) were held for longer periods. Countess Markievicz, court-martialed 

and sentenced to death, had her sentence commuted to penal servitude for life and was 

released from Aylesbury Prison in June of the following year. In the months after the 

rising, republican women were to the fore in re-organizing the Republican movement in 

preparation for a renewed fight for freedom. Women remained part of the organizations 

and became an integral part of the government immediately. Their contribution to the 

cause of independence did not go unnoticed by the Irish.  

Nor did their contributions escape notice by the British. His Majesty’s 

Commission of Study in Ireland (1926) reveals two important things. One is the extent to 

which the anti-regime organs were penetrated by informants (especially in the very 

detailed reports on known members of those groups: the Irish Republican Army, The 
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Irish Volunteers, the Irish United Socialists, among others). More importantly, they also 

note the large numbers of females participating in those activities. In one sub-report, 

entitled Report on the Commission of Surveillance for the Four Provinces, Compiled for 

the Home Secretary, for the years 1908-1921, the following breakdown of members is 

made: 

TABLE ONE: 

              I.R.A.       I.V.          I.S.P. 

       Males–Females   Males–Females   Males-Females 

Muenster 13204 6206 2200 340 1217 840 

Connaught 16240 203 260 16 304 88 

Leinster 712 38 1400 204 906 1202 

Ulster 11206 682 1128 216 604 816 

TOTALS 41362 7129 4988 776 2031 2946 

Sum Total: Male: 48391  Female: 10851  

The text which accompanies this table reads, in part: “…and what follows may seem 

shocking to the Ministers [of the Government], but is of import. The Irish subjects have 

gone so far as to allow women of low and ignoble circumstance to engage in violence 

against H.M. Crown Forces and Officers…” (italics mine)6. 

 It is possible to assume, that, for various reasons (over-reporting, underreporting, 

informers giving erroneous information for money, double agents, and other reasons), 

that there are errors in the number of females reported. Nevertheless, then even a portion 

of this total number of women is significant. These figures are the highest to be found in 

the British government’s own literature for “feminine” involvement, and coincide with 
                                                           
6 Note that the Citizens Army is not included. From examining the documents, it appears that the British 
considered them to be part of the IRB. 
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the I.R.A.’s own information: “… approximately 50-60 thousand men, and 10-12 

thousand women, at various times and places….engaged the British in the struggle for 

freedom.”.(Coulter, 1993)7.  A low estimate of the share of women involved would put 

the ratio of women to men at 10:1, the higher estimate puts f:m (ratio of females to males) 

at 1:5. Either way, the revolutionary organs had a superior advantage (mathematically) of 

women in the field when compared to those forces of the British. The Army Lists for the 

years 1911-1920 show 280 (total) women employed by the Army in Ireland, none in 

combatant roles. Most on the List served in secretarial/clerical (235, total), some in radio-

operator roles (28), the rest in various other positions (Archives of H.M. Army, 1990 

(1925), in Darby, 1999).   

 That is not how it perhaps should have been. Those signatories to the “Ulster 

Covenant” against Home Rule, had, in 1913, included 72,608 women out of the total of 

471,414.  Of these, 70,202 were identified as wife to a husband whose name preceded, 

980 as daughters to a father whose name preceded, and the remaining 200 are unattached 

(Crotty, 1998). The “Curragh Mutiny” of March 1914 had rallied the “womenfolk” of the 

Anglo-Irish ascendancy to a vitriolic opposition of the King “…if the King severs from 

him the ties to Ireland…”, i.e., Home Rule or independence (Eamon De Valera, quoting 

an unnamed Unionist, in Kee, 1979).   

During the “Easter Rising” in 1916, women had also been very vocal in their 

opposition to “…those damned rebels…”-that is, loyal to the Crown- at least until the 

British began executing the leaders of the rebellion (Kee, 1979). That event galvanized 

both sexes to massive disapproval of the Crown, leading to more repressive measures, 

and to huge increases in Fianna Fail, Fine Gael, Sinn Fein and other party enrollments, 

                                                           
7 John Murtagh,(one of Michael Collins biographers), remarks that “the women proved to be as effective, if not 
more so, than the men, in many attacks[on the British Forces]…”, (Irish Times for December 17, 1926) 
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male and female8.  Of those Anglo-Irish women who opposed Home Rule and/or 

independence, there is as yet no evidence of any combatant role (Maye, 1993).  

These data strongly suggest that the inclusion of women made a difference; the 

Irish became independent after a time (excepting the strong economic ties to the United 

Kingdom). It is difficult to assess to how great an impact those women who participated 

made. Current literature circulated by anti-British groups makes great political hay out of 

women’s involvement in the revolution and Civil War (Canavan 1999), appealing to 

women as potential recruits “following in their sisters paths’” (Smith, 1993).   

 

RUSSIA  

The evidence is much weaker for Russia, than for Ireland, of a long history of 

female equality, acceptance, and participation prior to the 1917 Revolution. Women had 

long been treated as chattel, relegated to the terem, or seclusion, if they were not 

peasants. Exceptions such as the Regent Sofya, Tsarina Elizabet, Tsarina Ekaterina I, and 

Catherine the Great were truly that; the exception to the societal and legal rule (Lincoln, 

1981). Some other aristocratic females enjoyed some semblance of power and control, 

but almost exclusively from the boudoir. It was not until commercial interests began 

making their weight felt in Russia that women began to loose their bonds. Since there 

was no real suffrage in Russia for anyone, suffrage was never seriously considered for 

women. However, by the early 1900’s, women were allowed to own some property, and 

were lending their weight to salon-style discussions and political discourse (Wallace, 

1961). 

Russian socialists and their relationship to the war played a key role in setting the 
                                                           
8 De Valera comments in the Irish Times: “…Oh, we deliberately sought women to be part of the struggle. We 
knew the British would never search a woman…[we knew] that the Black and Tans, and Guards Regiments, 
would be shocked stiff by the sight of a woman firing into them.” Note that this conflicts with his earlier 
refusal to accept women into his units during Easter week, 1916. (from March 20, 1938.) 
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stage for the revolution in Russia. To this end Vladimir Lenin, the leader of the radical 

Bolsheviks, carried on a lively debate with the more moderate wing of the Russian Social 

Democrats (the Mensheviks). The key issue was the relationship of revolution to war. 

Unlike the other socialists, Lenin was in favor of war at this time; he felt strongly that 

war would weaken capitalism and prepare the ground for revolution. Most of the 

European socialist leaders said he was fanatical, romantic, and sectarian. Lenin, in turn 

called the socialists hopelessly bourgeois. In the second Duma (the Russian Parliament), 

the Bolshevik deputies were arrested, indicted for treason, and sent off to Siberia. The 

Central Committee, or soviet, of the Bolsheviks in St. Petersburg was broken up by the 

police in 1912, although it reorganized itself in the summer of 1916 under the leadership 

of Shliapnikov, who was assisted by Molotov and Stalin (Lincoln, 1984). 

The initial reaction of the upper- and middle segments of Russian society to the 

outbreak of war in the summer of 1914 was the same as through Europe, largely 

chauvinistic and even jingoistic. Following the horrific losses at the Battles of 

Tannenberg and Masurian Lakes, Russian enthusiasm for war and conquest fizzled out. 

Popular protests and demonstrations soon broke out in St. Petersburg. St. Petersburg's 

garrison troops proved to be unreliable in controlling these demonstrations, and the Duma 

ignored the Tsar's order to dissolve itself. The Duma, meeting in the Tauride Palace, 

makes it clear to the Tsar’s ministers that “…they alone represent the people of Russia… 

…whose will is being ignored.” (Salisbury, 1981). 

On March 12, 1916, the Duma elected an Executive Committee, which assumed 

power on behalf of the Duma. That day also saw the Executive Committee of Soldiers 

and Workers Deputies founded, (modeled on the one created in the 1905 Revolution by 

Leon Trotsky) and led by Chkheidze, a Menshevik. This committee, or soviet, literally 

occupied the Duma and presumed to address the Russian people from that vantage point. 
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But the Duma's own Executive Committee still retained the political initiative. The Left 

in the Duma Committee at this time was represented by Chkheidze and Alexander 

Kerensky. Two days later, on March 14, the Tsar’s regime was overthrown in St. 

Petersburg. The Duma Committee then sent a delegation to see the Tsar in Pskov and 

force him to abdicate, which happened the next day. The Tsars’ brother, Grand Duke 

Mikhail had refused the crown, which in effect sealed the fate of the House of Romanov. 

On March 22, 1917, Nicholas II was arrested.  

The Provisional Government that replaced the Tsar grew out of the Executive 

Committee of the Duma. Russia became de facto a republic. The general aim of this 

government seems clear enough: to make a political revolution, not a social revolution. 

Yet social reform, if not social revolution, seems to have been necessary when examining 

the existing conditions of agrarian unrest and the dissatisfaction of the industrial 

proletariat (ibid). 

On March 15 civil liberties were proclaimed and the promise of convening a 

constituent assembly was made. The soviet issued their famous "Order Number One", a 

call for soldiers councils to be established in every military unit and for the election of 

officers by the troops. This led to considerable consternation and confusion in the 

military, with the notable exception of Cossack units, which had traditionally selected 

leaders from amongst themselves (Lincoln, 1984). 
 

 At this time the Social Revolutionaries dominated the soviet since they 

represented the peasants, Russia's clear majority. Following them were the Mensheviks 

and the Bolsheviks, in that order. Members had been elected in factories, workshops, and 

military barracks. There were a total of 2,500 representatives: one worker for each 1000 
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workers and one soldier for each company. Soviets on this pattern were soon formed in 

many cities and rural areas.  

 Within the Provisional Government the moderates wanted a continuation of the 

war. The Bolsheviks, outside the Provisional Government, called for immediate peace 

"without annexations and reparations."(Salisbury, 1981) The soviets realized that the 

people were tired of war, but did not want to risk a complete military collapse. The 

Allies, of course, were sympathetic to the Provisional Government, largely because of its 

stand on continuation of the war. The United States was the first government to recognize 

the Provisional Government on March 22, 1917, soon followed by the British, French and 

Italians. The Allies saw the necessity of tying down as many German divisions in the east 

as possible, this being strategically important to Allied offensives in the west (Lincoln, 

1984, Heller and Nekrich, 1986).  

Controversy between the Provisional Government and the Left soon came into the 

open. On March 31, the Foreign Minister Paul Miliukov promised that Russia would 

fight on, yet on April 9 the soviets once more called for peace. The Provisional 

Government, somewhat belatedly on April 21, responded to charges of pursuing a 

"militaristic and imperialistic" foreign policy by also declaring itself in favor of peace 

without annexations and reparations. Miliukov was thus discredited and demonstrations 

demanding his resignation followed. The Provisional Government was forced to 

reorganize on May 18, Miliukov and War Minister Guchkov both forced to resign. The 

second government included for the first time Alexander Kerensky as Minister of War 

and the Navy, and included other socialists. The government continued to support the 
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demand for peace without annexations and reparations and also called for self-

determination of nations.  

Quickly emerging as the new leader, Alexander Kerensky announced two goals: 

an offensive against the Central Powers and democratic reorganization of the military 

command. Kerensky's "Declaration of Soldiers Rights" on May 22 included the 

appointment of commissars in the army to control soldiers councils, but the councils 

issued orders contradicting the commanders and thus undermined the officer corps. 

Kerensky then visited the front and tried to inspire soldiers to fight on, launching an 

offensive in July 1917, but the Germans launched a counter-offensive that stopped the 

Russians (Heller and Nekrich, 1986).  

During this period the Bolsheviks were operating in confusion. Party policy was 

directed by a temporary bureau of the Central Committee composed of Molotov, 

Shliapnikov and Zalutsky; but the moderate Bolsheviks supported the Provisional 

Government. The radical wing of the Bolsheviks insisted that the revolution to come must 

be both anti-capitalist and anti-feudal. Lenin then announced his so-called April Thesis, 

calling for a breach with the Provisional Government, a refusal to cooperate with the 

moderate socialists, an attack on the organ of the party Pravda (and its current line was 

defined by Stalin); and, a demand that the party win over the masses and work for a 

majority in the Soviets. At the heart of Lenin's April Thesis were some extremely 

revolutionary demands: the liquidation of the standing army; liquidation of the police; 

liquidation of the bureaucracy; socialization of the banks; control by the workers of 
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production and distribution of goods; and the division of the land among the peasants. In 

contemporary Russia this last demand was easily the most revolutionary (Lincoln, 1984). 

Lenin had a hard time convincing his party comrades to accept his thesis. It is 

clear that Lenin knew how to arouse the masses, how to mobilize the masses,  “…yet the 

masses needed the direction and guardianship of an elite party,” (ibid), or at least, this 

was the view that Lenin imposed on the party. A new coalition government was formed 

which included Mensheviks and Social Revolutionaries. At the All  Russian Congress of 

Soviets on June 16 the breakdown of delegates was as follows: the Social Revolutionaries 

produced 285 delegates; the Mensheviks 248 delegates; and the Bolsheviks merely 105 

delegates (ibid).  

Lenin thought the time was ripe for a Bolshevik coup, yet the uprising only 

brought out a few radicals besides the active Bolsheviks, and was easily crushed by the 

forces of the Provisional Government. Several Bolsheviks were arrested and Lenin went 

into temporary hiding to bide his time and recalculate the possibilities of the situation. 

Kerensky called for a “National Political Conference” to discuss the uprising, as well as 

the deterioration of the general political and social situation, although no real attempt was 

made to address the situation of the peasantry.  

A certain General Kornilov was applauded for his remarks and proposals at this 

conference, and this may have led him to think he had real power. The general laid down 

the conditions for his support of the Provisional Government: no interference in military 

questions and re-establishment of military discipline. To settle accounts with the 

Bolsheviks, Kerensky asked Kornilov to send troops to the capital. Kornilov possibly 
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thought that together with Kerensky he could re-establish order. Kornilov was led to 

believe Kerensky wanted him to establish a temporary dictatorship with Kerensky and be 

given a prominent place in the new government. When Kerensky discovered Kornilov's 

misconceptions he asked Kornilov to resign and come to St. Petersburg immediately. 

Kornilov precipitously decided to act and began to move his Third Cavalry Division on 

the capital. Kerensky replied by a levee en masse in the capital, in which all on the Left 

cooperated. Kornilov and his staff were summarily arrested. Kerensky believed that he 

was the victor and officially declared Russia to be a republic. It was a serious self-

deception; the Bolsheviks alone were to profit from the situation (Salibury, 1981).  

The liberals also lost confidence in Kerensky after the Kornilov coup attempt. 

Kerensky drew closer to the radicals but the rest of his cabinet turned to the right. The 

Bolsheviks denounced this as a conspiracy to establish monarchy and received a majority 

in the soviet for the first time - more than 50% in the September elections, where they had 

had only 10% in July. Trotsky became president of the St. Petersburg soviet, being 

supported by the Bolsheviks and the left wing of the Social Revolutionary party. 

Trotsky knew how to maneuver in the complicated alignment of power in the 

triangle of Provisional Government, soviets, and Bolshevik Party. The soviets assumed 

the right to decide on troop movement in St. Petersburg area without anyone being able to 

challenge their illegal actions. On October 20 Trotsky and the Bolsheviks left Kerensky's 

Preliminary Parliament. On October 26 the Soviets established a Military Revolutionary 

Committee with Leon Trotsky as chairman. Trotsky became the chief of the general staff 

of the Bolshevik insurrection (Heller and Nekrich, 1986). 
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On October 21 Lenin returned to the city to participate in the Central Committee 

meeting of October 23. Only twelve persons were present. Ten of them voted for 

immediate revolution, thus completely isolating the two democratic holdouts, Kamenev 

and Zenoviev. A new Politburo was elected, comprised of Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin, 

Sokolnikov, Bubnov, Kamenev, and Zenoviev. (Kamenev and Zenoviev resigned a few 

days later.) 

The All Russian Soviet Congress was supposed to meet on November 2, but the 

Menshevik majority decided to postpone the meeting to November 7. This helped the 

Bolsheviks by allowing them a week to prepare for the insurrection, which took place on 

the evening of November 6. St. Petersburg regiments had already voted to take orders 

only from Trotsky as the representative of the Military Revolutionary Committee: the 

first step of mutiny. On November 5 the Military Revolutionary Committee appointed 

kommissars for all military units around St. Petersburg. 

The government delivered a counter-stroke on November 6 by occupying the 

newspaper offices of Pravda, but this merely gave Trotsky pretext to strike the first blow. 

Insurgent troops occupied all bridges, railroad stations, post offices and other public 

buildings. The Winter Palace, seat of the Provisional Government, was taken without 

trouble. The cruiser Aurora in the Neva river simply bombarded the Winter Palace, as the 

insurgents fought against a few ensigns and the now-famous “Death Battalion”, which 

was entirely comprised of women. This was all the government could get to defend itself, 

and on the night of November 7-8 the government capitulated (ibid).  
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The Tsar’s armies had, by 1917, nine all-female battalions. These were officered 

by women, usually of the nobility, and enjoyed tremendous success on the battlefield. 

This initial formation came about because of  

a) the high numbers of desertions from the peasant-conscript army, and, 

b) the high literacy rate among females in the nurse corps, which became the 

primary source for female infantry recruits. (Botchkareva, 1925) 

As the war lengthened, more and more women gained combat experience, and upon 

discharge returned to their homes, only to find that materially things had been better for 

them at the front. This discontent, coupled with the incipient Russian suffrage movement, 

convinced many female combat veterans to join with the anti-regime organizations on the 

right and left. By the time of the October revolution, women were firmly ensconced 

within the Provisional Army, the Bolshevik Red Guards, and various scattered military 

groups. The legendary all-female “Death Battalion” at over three-hundred strong, was the 

only unit to hold to its assigned positions during the last days of the Provisional 

government, and only suffered three battlefield casualties. When the Bolsheviks won, 

Major Maria Botchkareva (the battalion’s commander) was congratulated for her tenacity 

and bravery by both Lenin and Trotsky. That battalion, and other all-female units, was 

incorporated into the Red Army in toto. Some of the Cossack regiments, fighting for 

themselves or for Ukraine, also had all-female units, although most were disbanded by 

1922 (GOSARKHIV 1977). 
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TABLE TWO: RUSSIAN WOMEN IN COMBAT 

YEAR     Tsarist/White     Anti-Regime 

1916 900 4,100 

1917 1200 7,260 

1918 0 12,000 

1919 0 8,200 

1920 0 14,200 

1921 0 42,000 

(KRASNYARKHIV SSSR 1925) 

 

Compare this to the number of males and females estimated to be in opposition to the 

Tsar and autocratic rule: 

TABLE THREE: ESTIMATES OF RUSSIAN REVOLUTIONARIES   

Year    Tsarist Estimations (Total)    Soviet est.     Male   Female 

1916 650,000 680,200 281,121 

1917 1,228,000 1,330,300 575,000 

1918 (Provisional Gov’t) 4,288,200 4,000,000* 2 ,000,000* 

1919 N/A 5,220,200 3,200,000 

1920 N/A 6,500,000 3,750,000 

1921 N/A 7,220,204 4,000,098 

*Soviet Estimates are drawn from anecdotal accounts for this year, due to a high 

incidence of “wanton destruction of records.”(KRASNYARKHIV 1928, GOSARKHIV 

1969). 

 The various Allies, in their bid to keep the Bolsheviks out of power, also took 
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note of the number of women fighting for the “Reds”. The U.S. Ambassador to Britain 

telegraphed the U.S. Ambassador to France , saying that “only three or four divisions [of 

U.S. and Japanese troops] would be needed… …as local Maximalist authority is 

tenous…and based upon a few hundred peasant women… no more than 1,500 under 

arms…”(U.S. State Department, file No. 861.001/1000, January 1918). The U.S. 

Ambassador to Russia estimated the reports of women “bearing arms to be greatly 

exaggerated, no more than twenty-thousand in the entire “Death Battalion”…”, a number 

surely exaggerated itself.(U.S.S.D. file 763.72119/987, December 1917).  

 Figures on female participation in the  years 1916-1918 seem corroborated, but 

those for later years seem unnaturally high. The problem for later years may be due to 

mis-recording, or to the acknowledged Soviet penchant for minor exaggeration 

(Gorbachev, 1995, also Hunt, 1947). Either way, membership in the organizations 

opposed to the Tsar did include a significant number of females. There were few women 

in the Tsar’s Ministries, excepting secretarial/clerical workers, of which ninety to ninety-

five percent were male (KRASNYARKHIV 1925). Party rolls for many years are often at 

odds, as sometimes anyone opposed to the Tsar is considered to be a “non-dues-paying 

Party Member” (KRASNYARKHIV 1925), and other times considered “bourgeois 

opportunists” (GOSARKHIV 1938). 

 In 1977, Soviet scholars examined further the role of women in the revolution, 

and GOSARKHIV 1977 has this information under “Women and their Place in the Great 

October Days and After”: a compilation of females in combat from 1917-1921, divided 

into “Red” “White” and “Other”. The total listed is 200,000 in the Red Army, 40,000 Red 

Partisans, 60,000 guerrillas, zero as “Whites”, and only 4,000 Cossack females under 

arms. Again, allowing for gross exaggeration, the ratio of “red” to “white” females is 

significant. This seems almost a certainty, especially as many units were co-opted into 
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the Red forces, and the Tsar, and later Kerensky, were left with no one to assist their 

causes (lincoln, 1981; Salisbury, 1989). 

Once again, the data suggest that the inclusion of women among the revolutionary 

combatants made a difference. The Russian revolution succeeded in overthrowing the old 

social, political, and economic orders, although there was a bloody civil war with solid 

control not occurring until 1922. Some areas of the new Soviet Union were not totally 

pacified until after World War II (Heller and Nekrich, 1986). Again, it is difficult to 

assess the immediate and long-term results of female participation. In both relative and 

absolute terms, females in Russia are better off since the Revolution, although the 

progress made has waxed and waned. Literature circulated since by Soviet doctrinaires 

(Kiryayev and Chernenko, 1975) and post-soviet apologists (Zheltov and I’lyin, 1991) 

still emphasized the role of women to be played in various struggles, and encouraged 

women to be involved in political discourse around the world. 

 
NICARAGUA 

 A proper history of and for women in Latin America is almost non-existent (Jelin, 

1990). Similar to Russian history, women are relegated to a submissive role while the cult 

of machismo defines acceptable gender roles (Radcliffe and Westwood, 1991). Much of 

women’s status in Latin America is tied to tradition and the Roman Catholic Church 

(Molyneux, 1985). Ironically, it is that same Church, through a new theological approach 

to social responsibility -known as Liberation Theology- that has made emancipation a 

possibility for Latin American women, as they individually and collectively struggled 

against the various inequalities and outrages of different regimes (Martin, 1999, see also 

Gill, 1998, and Mainwaring, 1986).   
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There are similarities to the case of Russia which offers some tantalizing 

comparisons, particularly in terms of nepotism and corruption. However, whereas the 

Romanov’s had their excesses, they do not seem to have been driven by them. This is not 

true of the ruling family of Nicaragua, the Somoza’s. 

 The excesses of the Somoza family, and those of Anastasio Somoza Debayle 9 

and his cronies in Nicaragua are better documented elsewhere (Randall, 1994; Marchand, 

1991). As these multiplied, the Frente Sandinista Liberacion Nacional (FSLN) or 

“Sandinistas” were able to recruit more and more of their country-persons into their 

ranks. Other anti-regime organizations were to gain members as well, but the name 

recognition and folk history attached to the name ‘Sandinista’ was a powerful recruiting 

tool (Randall, 1994). By 1979, the FSLN had three-to-four thousand well-trained 

guerrillas under arms. Nearly thirty percent, nine-hundred, were female. They had joined 

in ever increasing numbers from 1969 on. The main reason women gave for joining the 

FSLN was Somoza’s criminal behavior against his own countrymen.  

His father, Anastasio Somoza Garcia, controlled political power directly as 

president or indirectly through carefully chosen puppet presidents, from 1936 until his 

assassination in 1956. A cynical and opportunistic individual, Anastasio Somoza ruled 

Nicaragua with a strong arm, deriving his power from three main sources: the ownership 

or control of large portions of the Nicaraguan economy, the military support of the 

National Guard, and his acceptance and support from the United States. His excellent 

command of the English language and understanding of United States culture, combined 

                                                           
9 To reduce the confusion among the various Somozas I will refer to Debayle as ‘Somoza’, and all others 
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with a charming personality and considerable political talent and resourcefulness, helped 

Anastasio Somoza win many powerful allies in the United States. Through large 

investments in land, manufacturing, transport, and real estate, he enriched himself and his 

close friends.  

When Anastasio Somoza won the December 1936 presidential elections, he 

diligently proceeded to consolidate his power within the National Guard, while at the 

same time dividing his political opponents. Family members and close associates were 

given key positions within the government and the military. The Somoza family also 

controlled the Partido Liberal Nacionalista (PLN), which in turn controlled the 

legislature and judicial system, thus giving Anastasio Somoza absolute power over every 

sphere of Nicaraguan politics. Nominal political opposition was allowed as long as it did 

not threaten the ruling elite. Anastasio Somoza’s  National Guard repressed serious 

political opposition and anti-government demonstrations. The institutional power of the 

National Guard grew in most government-owned enterprises, until eventually it 

controlled the national radio and telegraph networks, the postal and immigration services, 

health services, the internal revenue service, and the national railroads. In less than two 

years after his election, Anastasio Somoza, defying the Conservative Party, declared his 

intention to stay in power beyond his presidential term. Thus, in 1938 he named a 

Constituent Assembly that gave the president extensive power and elected him for 

another eight-year term.  

Anastasio Somoza’s opportunistic support of the Allies during World War II 

                                                                                                                                                                             
by their first and last name. 
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benefited Nicaragua by injecting desperately needed United States monies into the 

economy and increasing military capabilities. Nicaragua received relatively large 

amounts of military aid and enthusiastically integrated its economy into the wartime 

hemispheric economic plan, providing raw materials in support of the Allied war effort. 

Exports of timber, gold, and cotton soared. However, because more than 90 percent of all 

exports went to the United States, the growth in trade also increased the country's 

economic and political dependence (Randall, 1994).  

Anastasio Somoza built an immense fortune for himself and his family during the 

1940s through substantial investments in agricultural exports, especially in coffee and 

cattle. The government confiscated German properties and then sold them to the Somoza 

family at ridiculously low prices. Among his many industrial enterprises, Anastasio 

Somoza owned textile companies, sugar mills, rum distilleries, the merchant marine lines, 

the national Nicaraguan Airlines (Líneas Aéreas de Nicaragua--Lanica), and La Salud 

dairy--the country's only pasteurized milk facility. Anastasio Somoza also gained large 

profits from economic concessions to national and foreign companies, bribes, and illegal 

exports. By the end of World War II, Anastasio Somoza García had amassed one of the 

largest fortunes in the region--an estimated sixty million U.S. dollars.  

After World War II, however, widespread domestic and international opposition 

to the Anastasio Somoza dictatorship grew among political parties, labor, business 

groups, and the United States government. Anastasio Somoza’s  decision to run for 

reelection in 1944 was opposed by some liberals, who established the Independent 

Liberal Party (Partido Liberal Independiente--PLI). Anastasio Somoza’s  re-election was 
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also opposed by the United States government. The dictator reacted to growing criticism 

by creating a puppet government to save his rule. He decided not to run for re-election 

and had the PLN nominate the elderly Leonardo Argüello, believing he could control 

Argüello from behind the scenes. Argüello ran against Enoc Aguado, a candidate 

supported by a coalition of political parties that included the conservatives and the PLI. 

Despite the widespread support for the Aguado candidacy, Anastasio Somoza subverted 

the electoral process by using government resources and the National Guard to ensure the 

electoral victory of his candidate. Argüello was sworn in on May 1, 1947, and Anastasio 

Somoza remained as chief director of the National Guard.  

Argüello had no intention of being a puppet, however, and in less than a month, 

when Argüello's measures began to challenge Anastasio Somoza’s power, the National 

Guard chief staged a coup and placed a family associate, Benjamín Lacayo Sacasa, in the 

presidency. The administration of  Harry S. Truman responded by withholding 

diplomatic recognition from the new Nicaraguan government. In an effort to legitimize 

the new regime and win United States support, Anastasio Somoza named a Constituent 

Assembly to write a new constitution. The assembly then appointed Anastasio Somoza’s 

uncle, Víctor Román Reyes, as president. The constitution of 1947 was carefully crafted 

with strong anti-communist rhetoric to win United States support. Despite this effort to 

placate the United States, the U.S. continued its opposition and refused to recognize the 

new regime. Under diplomatic pressure from the rest of Latin America, formal diplomatic 

relations between Managua and Washington were restored in mid-1948.  

Despite its anti-communist rhetoric, the government promoted liberal labor 
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policies to gain support from the communist party of Nicaragua, known as the 

Nicaraguan Socialist Party (Partido Socialista Nicaragüese--PSN), and thwarted the 

establishment of any independent labor movement. The government approved several 

progressive laws in 1945 to win support from labor unions. Concessions and bribes were 

granted to labor leaders, and antigovernment union leaders were displaced in favor of 

Somoza family loyalists. However, after placement of pro-Somoza leaders in labor 

unions, most labor legislation was ignored. In 1950 Anastasio Somoza signed an 

agreement with conservative general Emiliano Chamorro Vargas that assured the 

Conservative Party of one-third of the congressional delegates as well as limited 

representation in the cabinet and in the courts. He also promised clauses in the new 1950 

constitution guaranteeing "commercial liberty." This measure brought back limited 

support from the traditional elite to the Anastasio Somoza regime. The elite benefited 

from the economic growth of the 1950s and 1960s, especially in the cotton and cattle 

export sectors. He again was elected president in general elections held in 1950, and in 

1955 the Nicaraguan Congress amended the constitution to allow his re-election for yet 

another presidential term (Marchand, 1991).  

Anastasio Somoza García had many political enemies, and coups against him 

were attempted periodically, even from within the National Guard. For protection he 

constructed a secure compound within his residence and kept personal bodyguards, 

independent of the National Guard, with him wherever he went. Nevertheless, on 

September 21, 1956, while attending a PLN party in León to celebrate his nomination for 

the presidency, Anastasio Somoza García was assasinated by Rigoberto López Pérez, a 
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twenty-seven-year- old Nicaraguan poet, who had managed to pass through all security.  

He was succeeded as president by his eldest son Luis Somoza Debayle. A U.S.-

trained engineer, Luis Somoza Debayle was first elected as a PLN delegate in 1950 and 

by 1956 presided over the Nicaraguan Congress. After his father's death, he assumed the 

position of interim president, as prescribed in the constitution. His brother Anastasio 

"Tachito" Somoza Debayle, a West Point graduate, took over leadership of the National 

Guard. A major political repression campaign followed the assassination: many political 

opponents were tortured and imprisoned by guards under orders from Anastasio Somoza 

Debayle and the government imposed press censorship and suspended many civil 

liberties. When the Conservative Party refused to participate in the 1957 elections--in 

protest of the lack of freedom imposed by the regime--the Somoza brothers created a 

puppet opposition party, the National Conservative Party (Partido Conservador 

Nacional-- PCN), to give a democratic facade to the political campaign. Luis Somoza 

Debayle won the presidency in 1957 with little opposition. During his six-year term, from 

1957 to 1963, his government provided citizens with some freedoms and raised hopes for 

political liberalization. In an effort to open up the government, Luis Somoza Debayle 

restored the constitutional ban on re-election (Marchand, 1991).  

In 1960 Nicaragua joined El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras in the 

establishment of the Central American Common Market, or CACM (Costa Rica joined 

later). In the international political sphere, Luis Somoza’s anticommunist stance won 

government favor and support from the United States. In 1959 Nicaragua was among the 

first nations to condemn the Cuban Revolution and to accuse Fidel Castro of attempting 
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to overthrow the Nicaraguan government. The Luis Somoza government played a leading 

role in the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba in 1961, allowing the Cuban exile brigade to use 

military bases on the Caribbean coast to launch the failed maneuver.  

In 1963 René Schick Gutiérrez (a trusted family friend) won the presidential 

election; but Anastasio Somoza García's younger son, Anastasio Somoza Debayle, 

continued as chief director of the National Guard. Schick gave the appearance of 

following the less repressive programs of Luis Somoza Debayle. He died in 1966 and 

was succeeded by Lorenzo Guerrero Gutiérrez. 

Poor health prevented Luis Somoza Debayle from being a candidate, therefore his 

brother ran in the 1967 presidential election. To challenge the candidacy of Anastasio 

Somoza Debayle, the conservatives, the PLI, and the Christian Social Party (Partido 

Social Cristiano-PSC) created the National Opposition Union (Unión Nacional 

Opositora-UNO). The UNO nominated Fernando Agüero as their candidate. In February 

1967, Anastasio Somoza Debayle was elected president following a repressive campaign 

against opposition supporters of Agüero. Two months later, Anastasio's brother Luis died 

of a heart attack. With his election, Somoza became president as well as the director of 

the National Guard, giving him absolute political and military control over Nicaragua. 

Corruption and the use of force intensified, accelerating opposition from populist and 

business groups.  

Although his four-year term was to end in 1971, Somoza amended the 

constitution to stay in power until 1972. Increasing pressures from the opposition and his 

own party, however, led the dictator to negotiate a political agreement, known as the 
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Kupia-Kumi Pact, which installed a three-member junta that would rule from 1972 until 

1974 (Santana and Perrone, 1996). The junta was established in May 1972 amidst 

opposition led by Pedro Joaquín Chamorro Cardenal and his newspaper La Prensa. 

Popular discontent also grew in response to deteriorating social conditions. Illiteracy, 

malnourishment, inadequate health services, and lack of proper housing also ignited 

criticism from the Roman Catholic Church, led by Archbishop Miguel Obando y Bravo. 

The archbishop began to publish a series of pastoral letters critical of Somoza's 

government.  

On December 23, 1972, a powerful earthquake shook Nicaragua, destroying most 

of the capital city. The earthquake left approximately 10,000 dead and some 50,000 

families homeless, and destroyed 80 percent of Managua's commercial buildings. The 

National Guard joined in the widespread looting of most of the remaining business 

establishments in Managua. When reconstruction began, the government's illegal 

appropriation and mismanagement of international relief aid, directed by the Somoza 

family and members of the National Guard, shocked the international community and 

produced further unrest in Nicaragua. The president's ability to take advantage of the 

people's suffering proved enormous. By some estimates, his personal wealth soared to 

$400,000,000 by 1974. As a result of his greed, Somoza's support base within the 

business sector began to crumble. A revived labor movement increased opposition to the 

regime and to the deteriorating economic conditions.  

Somoza’s intentions to run for another presidential term in 1974 were resisted 

even within his own PLN. The political opposition, led by Chamorro and former Minister 
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of Education Ramiro Sacasa, established the Democratic Liberation Union (Unión 

Democrática de Liberación--UDEL), an opposition group that included most anti-

Somoza elements. The UDEL was a broad coalition of business groups whose 

representation included members from both the traditional elite and labor unions. The 

party promoted a dialogue with the government to foster political pluralism. The 

president responded with increasing political repression and further censorship of the 

media and the press. In September 1974, Somoza was reelected. 

The FSLN, or Sandinistas, was formally organized in Nicaragua in 1961. 

Founded by José Carlos Fonseca Amador, Silvio Mayorga, and Tomás Borge Martínez, 

the FSLN began in the late 1950s as a group of student activists at the National 

Autonomous University of Nicaragua (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Nicaragua—

UNAN) in Managua. Many of the early members were imprisoned for anti-regime 

activity. Borge spent several years in jail, and Fonseca spent several years in exile in 

Mexico, Cuba, and Costa Rica. Beginning with approximately twenty members in the 

early 1960s, the FSLN continued to struggle and grow in numbers. By the early 1970s, 

the group had gained enough support from peasants and students groups to launch limited 

military initiatives. 

On December 27, 1974, a group of FSLN guerrillas seized the home of a former 

government official and took as hostages a handful of leading Nicaraguan officials, many 

of whom were Somoza relatives. With the mediation of Archbishop Obando y Bravo, the 

government and the guerrillas reached an agreement on December 30 that humiliated and 

further debilitated the Somoza regime. The guerrillas received a ransom of one-million 
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U.S. dollars, had a government declaration read over the radio and printed in La Prensa, 

and succeeded in getting fourteen Sandinista prisoners released from jail and flown to 

Cuba along with the kidnappers. The guerrilla movement's prestige soared because of this 

successful operation. The act also established the FSLN strategy of revolution as an 

effective alternative to UDEL's policy of promoting change peacefully. The Somoza 

government responded to the increased opposition with further censorship, intimidation, 

torture, and murder. 

In 1975 Anastasio Somoza Debayle and the National Guard launched a violent 

and repressive campaign against the FSLN. The government imposed a state of siege, 

censoring the press, and threatening all opponents with detention and torture. The 

National Guard increased its violence against individuals and communities suspected of 

collaborating with the Sandinistas. In less than a year, it killed many of the FSLN 

guerrillas, including one of its founders, José Carlos Fonseca Amador. The rampant 

violation of human rights brought national and international condemnation of the Somoza 

regime and added supporters to the Sandinista cause (Marchand, 1991). 

In late 1975, the repressive campaign of the National Guard and the growth of the 

group caused the FSLN to split into three factions. These three factions--Proletarians 

(Proletarios), Prolonged Popular War, and the Insurrectional Faction, more popularly 

known as the Third Way--insisted on different paths to carry out the revolution. The 

Proletarian faction, headed by Jaime Wheelock Román, followed traditional Marxist 

thought and sought to organize factory workers and people in poor neighborhoods. The 

Prolonged War faction, led by Tomás Borge and Henry Ruiz, was influenced by the 
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philosophy of Mao Zedong and believed that a revolution would require a long 

insurrection that included peasants and labor movements. The Third Way faction was 

more pragmatic and called for “ideological pluralism” (ibid). Its members argued that 

social conditions in Nicaragua were ripe for an immediate insurrection. Led by Daniel 

José Ortega Saavedra and his brother Humberto Ortega Saavedra, the Third Way faction 

supported joint efforts with non-Marxist groups to strengthen and accelerate the 

insurrection movement against Somoza. The FSLN's success led to the factions gradually 

coalescing,  the Third Way's political philosophy of pluralism eventually prevailing. 
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U.S. support for Somoza waned after 1977, when the administration of Jimmy 

Carter made military assistance conditional on improvements in human rights. 

International pressure, especially from the Carter administration, forced Somoza to lift 

the state of siege in September 1977. Protests and antigovernment demonstrations 

resumed, although the National Guard continued to keep an upper hand on the FSLN 

guerrillas.  

During October 1977, a group of prominent Nicaraguan businesspeople and 

academics, among then Sergio Ramírez Mercado--known as Los Doce (the Group of 

Twelve)--met in Costa Rica and formed an anti-Somoza alliance. Los Doce strengthened 

the FSLN by insisting on Sandinista representation in any post-Somoza government, 

although opposition to the dictatorship remained divided. An increase in capital flight 

forced Somoza to depend on foreign loans, mostly from U.S. banks, to finance the 

government's deficit. 

The dictatorship's repression of civil liberties and the lack of representative 

institutions slowly led to the consolidation of the opposition and armed resistance. The 

Somoza regime continually threatened the press, mostly the newspaper La Prensa and the 

critical editorials of its publisher and UDEL leader, Pedro Joaquín Chamorro Cardenal. 

The final act in the downfall of the Somoza era began on January 10, 1978, when 

Chamorro was assassinated. Although his assassins were not identified at the time, 

evidence implicated Somoza's son and members of the National Guard. The opposition 

held the president and his guards responsible for Chamorro's murder inspiring mass 

demonstrations against the regime. The Episcopate of the Nicaraguan Roman Catholic 
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Church issued a pastoral letter highly critical of the government, and opposition parties 

called for Somoza’s resignation. On January 23 a nationwide strike began, including the 

public and private sectors. The supporters of the strike demanded an end to dictatorship. 

The National Guard responded by further increasing repression and using force to contain 

and intimidate all government opposition. Somoza asserted his intention to stay in power 

until the end of his presidential term in 1981. The general strike paralyzed both private 

industry and government services for ten days. The political impasse and the costs to the 

private sector weakened the strike, and in less than two weeks most private enterprises 

decided to suspend their participation. The FSLN guerrillas launched a series of attacks 

throughout the country, but the better-equipped National Guard was able to maintain 

military superiority.  

Indiscriminate attacks on the civilian population and abuses of human rights by 

National Guard members further tarnished the international image of the Somoza 

government and damaged the economy. In February 1978, the United States government 

suspended all military assistance. This forced Somoza to buy weapons and equipment on 

the international market. The Nicaraguan economy continued its decline; the country 

suffered from increasing capital flight, lack of investment, inflation, and unemployment.  

Although still fragmented, opposition to the Somoza regime continued to grow 

during 1978. The Sandinistas began to recruit more widely, absorbing more and more 

females into combat ranks. As one interviewee said: “…very few [women] were in the 

FSLN. As [Somozas son] ‘El Chiguín’ and the EEBI [a Green-Beret styled special 

infantry, trained by U.S. Army personnel on ‘Special Duty’ in Managua and elsewhere] 
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began to murder more and more, it was easier to recruit [women] to the cause.”(Randall, 

1981). Another woman related that “…the deaths [of countrymen] had an impact, we 

[i.e., women] were convinced we had to kill them, so we got guns”(Randall, 1995). The 

Sandinista forces were able to increase their female membership to some 900 in just ten 

years. These women were not employed as laundresses, or cooks, but as regular infantry 

and shock troops, with great effect (ibid). The regime had employed only a few women in 

secretarial, clerical, and support roles, none in combatant positions (Jaquette, 1990).  

In March, Alfonso Robelo Callejas, an anti-Somoza businessman, established the 

Nicaraguan Democratic Movement (Movimiento Democrático Nicaragüense--MDN). In 

May 1978, the traditional Conservative Party joined UDEL, Los Doce, and the MDN in 

creating the Broad Opposition Front (Frente Amplio de Oposición--FAO) to try to 

pressure President Somoza for a negotiated solution to the crisis. Although the FSLN was 

not represented in the FAO, the participation of Los Doce in the FAO assured a 

connection between the FSLN and other opposition groups. The FSLN responded to the 

FAO in July by establishing a political arm, the United People's Movement (Movimiento 

del Pueblo Unido--MPU). The MPU included leftist labor groups, student organizations, 

and communist and socialist parties. The MPU also promoted armed struggle and a 

nationwide insurrection as the only means of overthrowing the Somoza dictatorship.  

The FSLN further strengthened its position on August 22, 1978, when a group of 

the Third Way faction, led by Edén Pastora Gómez (also known as Commander Zero--

Comandante Cero), took over the National Palace and held almost 2,000 government 

officials and members of Congress hostage for two days. With mediation from 
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Archbishop Miguel Obando y Bravo, as well as from the Costa Rican and Panamanian 

ambassadors, the crisis was solved in two days. The results of the negotiations favored 

the insurrection and further tarnished the government's image. Somoza had no alternative 

but to meet most of the rebels' demands, including the release of sixty FSLN guerrillas 

from prison, media dissemination of an FSLN declaration, a $500,000 ransom, and safe 

passage for the hostage takers to Panama and Venezuela. The attack electrified the 

opposition. The humiliation of the dictatorship also affected morale within the National 

Guard, forcing Somoza to replace many of its officers to forestall a coup. He also had to 

launch a recruitment campaign to strengthen its rank and file. Fighting broke out 

throughout the country, but the National Guard, despite internal divisions, kept 

recapturing most of the guerrilla-occupied territories.  

By the end of 1978, the failure of the FAO to obtain a negotiated solution 

increased the stature of the insurrection movement. In October Los Doce withdrew from 

the negotiation process when the FAO persisted in seeking a negotiated settlement with 

the dictator, and many of FAO's members resigned in protest over the negotiations with 

Somoza. The insurrectionary movement, meanwhile, gathered strength and increased the 

fighting. The Somoza regime was further isolated and discredited when in November the 

Organization of American States, (OAS) Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 

published a report charging the National Guard with numerous violations. The report was 

followed by a United Nations (UN) resolution condemning the Nicaraguan government. 

In December 1978, the FSLN was further strengthened when Cuban mediation led to an 

agreement among the three FSLN factions for a united Sandinista front. Formal 
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reunification of the FSLN occurred in March 1979.  

A mediation process led by the OAS collapsed during January 1979, when 

Somoza refused to hold a national plebiscite and insisted on staying in power until 1981. 

As fighting increased, the Nicaraguan economy faced a severe economic crisis, with a 

sharp decline in agricultural and industrial production, as well as high levels of 

unemployment, inflation, defense spending, and capital flight. The government debt also 

increased mostly as a result of defense expenditures and the gradual suspension of 

economic support from all international financial institutions.  

On February 1, 1979, the Sandinistas established the National Patriotic Front 

(Frente Patriótico Nacional--FPN), which included Los Doce, the PLI, and the Popular 

Social Christian Party (Partido Popular Social Cristiano--PPSC). The FPN had a broad 

appeal, including political support from elements of the FAO and the private sector. After 

the formal unification of the Sandinista guerrillas in March, heavy fighting broke out all 

over the country. By then the FSLN was better equipped, with weapons flowing from 

Venezuela, Panama, and Cuba, mostly through Costa Rica. The FSLN launched its final 

offensive during May, just as the National Guard began to lose control of many areas of 

the country. In a year's time, bold military and political moves had changed the FSLN 

from one of many opposition groups to a leadership role in the anti-Somoza revolt 

(Randall, 1990). 

On June 18, a provisional Nicaraguan government in exile, consisting of a five-

member junta, was organized in Costa Rica. Known as the Puntarenas Pact, an agreement 

reached by the new government in exile called for the establishment of a mixed economy, 
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political pluralism, and a nonaligned foreign policy. Free elections were to be held at a 

later date, and the National Guard was to be replaced by a nonpartisan army. The 

members of the new junta were Daniel José Ortega Saavedra of the FSLN, Moisés 

Hassan Morales of the FPN, Sergio Ramírez Mercado of Los Doce, Alfonso Robelo 

Callejas of the MDN, and Violeta Barrios de Chamorro, the widow of La Prensa's editor. 

Panama was the first country to recognize the junta. By the end of June, most of 

Nicaragua was under FSLN control, with the exception of Managua. Somoza's political 

and military isolation finally forced him to consider resignation. The provisional 

government in exile released a government program on July 9 in which it pledged to 

organize an effective democratic regime, promote political pluralism and universal 

suffrage, and ban ideological discrimination--except for those promoting the "return of 

Somoza's rule"(Marchand, 1991). By the second week of July, President Somoza had 

agreed to resign and hand over power to Francisco Maliano Urcuyo, who would in turn 

transfer the government to the Revolutionary Junta. According to the agreement, a cease-

fire would follow, and defense responsibilities would be shared by elements of the 

National Guard and the FSLN.  

On July 17, 1979, Anastasio Somoza Debayle resigned, handed over power to 

Urcuyo, and fled to Miami. The former Nicaraguan dictator then established residence in 

Paraguay, where he lived until September 1980, when he was murdered. After  Somoza 

left Nicaragua in 1979, many members of the National Guard also fled the country, 

seeking asylum in neighboring countries, particularly in Honduras and Guatemala. Others 

turned themselves in to the new authorities after the FSLN took power, on promises of 
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amnesty. They were subsequently tried and many served jail terms.  

The five-member junta arrived in the city of León a day after Somoza's departure, 

on July 18. Urcuyo tried to ignore the agreement transferring power, but in less than two 

days, domestic and international pressure drove him to exile in Guatemala. On July 19, 

the FSLN army entered Managua, culminating the Nicaraguan insurrection.  

The new government inherited a country in ruins, with a stagnant economy and a 

debt of about US$1.6 billion. An estimated 50,000 Nicaraguans were dead, 120,000 were 

exiles in neighboring countries, and 600,000 were homeless. Food and fuel supplies were 

exhausted, and international relief organizations were trying to deal with disease caused 

by lack of health supplies. Yet the attitude of the vast majority of Nicaraguans toward the 

revolution was decidedly hopeful. Most Nicaraguans saw the Sandinista victory as an 

opportunity to create a system free of the political, social, and economic inequalities of 

the almost universally hated Somoza regime.  

Sandinista ranks had ballooned during the final weeks of the insurrection with the 

addition of thousands of untrained and undisciplined volunteers. These self-recruits with 

access to weapons were the source of considerable crime and violence. By late 1979, the 

situation was clearly deteriorating, as petty crime mounted and some Sandinistas abused 

their authority for personal gain. To end the chaotic situation, FSLN combatants were 

regrouped into a conventional army framework. At its core were 1,300 experienced 

guerrilla fighters. Most of the remainder were members of the popular militias and others 

who had played some role in the defeat of Somoza. Cuban military personnel helped to 

set up basic and more advanced training programs and to advise the regional commands. 
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The new army, known as the EPS, was placed under the command of Humberto Ortega, 

one of the nine FSLN commanders and brother of Daniel José Ortega Saavedra, the 

Sandinista junta coordinator.  

The Sandinistas announced initially that their goal was to build a well-equipped 

professional military of some 25,000. Their primary missions were to deter attacks led by 

the United States, prevent a counterrevolutionary uprising, and mobilize internal support 

for the FSLN. The strength of the EPS increased steadily during the Contra war in the 

1980s. The build up of the regular army depended at first on voluntary enlistments, but 

later in 1983 a universal conscription system, known as Patriotic Military Service, was 

adopted. Males between the ages of seventeen and twenty-six were obligated to perform 

two years of active service followed by two years of reserve status. Service by women 

remained voluntary. Mandatory conscription was bitterly resented. Thousands of youths 

fled the country rather than serve in the armed forces, and anti-draft protests were 

widespread10.  

Immediately after the revolution, the FSLN also developed mass organizations 

representing most popular interest groups in Nicaragua. The most significant of these 

included the Sandinista Workers' Federation (Central Sandinista de Trabajadores--CST) 

representing labor unions, the Luisa Amanda Espinoza Nicaraguan Women's Association 

(Asociación de Mujeres Nicaragüenses Luisa Amanda Espinoza--AMNLAE). The 

National Union of Farmers and Cattlemen (Unión Nacional de Agricultores y 

Ganaderos--UNAG) was formed in1982, composed of small farmers and peasants. The 

                                                           
10 The unpopularity of the draft was believed to have been a large factor in the Sandinista election defeat in 
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FSLN also created neighborhood groups, similar to the Cuban Committees for the 

Defense of the Revolution, called Sandinista Defense Committees (Comités de Defensa 

Sandinista--CDSs). 

Before Anastasio Somoza Debayle's overthrow, women had constituted up to 40 

percent of the ranks of the FSLN and 6 percent of the officers. Six women held the rank 

of guerrilla commander in the late 1970s. After the Sandinista victory, however, women 

were gradually shifted to noncombatant roles or to the Sandinista Police. Many women 

fighters resisted the redeployment, and their role became a national issue. As a 

compromise, seven all-women reserve battalions were formed, but these were gradually 

converted into mixed battalions. Women's mobilization continued in other forms. Women 

constituted 50 percent of the Sandinista Defense Committees organized in the 

neighborhoods and up to 80 percent of Revolutionary Vigilance volunteers, who carried 

out nighttime patrols in urban neighborhoods and at industrial sites.  

TABLE FOUR: NICARAGUAN WOMEN OPPOSED TO THE REGIME 

   Year  Armed  Un-Armed but Supporting 

1965 20-30 300-350 

1970 52 1,500 

1975 280 4000-5000 

1979 922 16,000-20,000 

(CEPAL, 1986) 

 
The eventual Sandinista victory might, again, be attributable to the use of females 

                                                                                                                                                                             
1990. For more, see Chaffee (1996). 
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in combatant roles. However, women soon found themselves pushed out of the political 

picture, with the new government asking for a more traditional role from their females 

(Enloe, 1999). This led to a split among the female party members, and may have 

contributed to the Sandinista demise in the 1990’s (Lind, 1999).  

The ideals of the revolution did not last long into the new regime, especially 

concerning the status of women. Collectively, the lives of Nicaraguan women are shaped 

by traditional Hispanic values regarding appropriate sex roles and high fertility, the 

prevalence of female-headed households, and an increasing rate of participation in the 

labor force. Although the Sandinista revolution drew thousands of women into public 

life, encouraged females to work outside the home, spawned a national women's 

movement, and enshrined gender equality in the national constitution, it left largely intact 

the values, beliefs, and social customs that traditionally had regulated relations between 

the sexes.  

Virility, sexual prowess, independence, protectiveness, assertiveness, and a drive 

to dominate have traditionally been expected of the male. Dependence, devotion, 

submissiveness, and faithfulness are attributes that the female ideally reflected. From 

adolescence, men are encouraged to demonstrate their machismo (masculinity) through 

acts of sexual conquest. Married men commonly have regular extramarital relations and 

even maintain more than one household. However, premarital and extramarital relations, 

more or less expected from men, are stigmatized in women. The ideal female role, 

glorified in the culture, is that of mother. Her place is in the home, and her duty is to raise 

her children.  
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The ideal expectations of the culture do not prevent most Nicaraguan women 

from becoming sexually active early in life: 38 percent by age sixteen and 73 percent by 

age nineteen (Lind, 1999). This phenomenon contributes to the high birth rates noted 

earlier, as does a lack of use of contraceptives. In 1986 the Ministry of Health estimated 

that because of lack of knowledge and the limited availability of contraceptives only 26 

percent of sexually active women practiced contraception. An informal poll of 200 

Nicaraguan women of diverse educational and class backgrounds revealed that only ten 

were aware that women are most fertile at the midpoint of the menstrual cycle. The 

Nicaraguan Roman Catholic Church has publicly condemned contraception other than the 

rhythm method. Although most Nicaraguans are probably not even aware of the Church's 

position, it appears to have influenced government policy.  

In most cases, abortion is illegal but not uncommon in Nicaragua. Although 

affluent women have access to medical abortions, poorer women generally depend on 

more dangerous alternatives. During the 1980s, when lax enforcement expanded access 

to medical abortion, studies conducted at a large maternity hospital in Managua 

determined that illicit abortions accounted for 45 percent of admissions and were the 

leading cause of maternal deaths. Relatively few of the victims of botched abortions are 

single women, and the majority have had pregnancies earlier in life. The most common 

reasons for seeking abortion (when given) are abandonment by the father and strained 

family budgets (Lind, 1999).  

Many Nicaraguan women spend at least part of their lives as single mothers. Early 

initiation of sexual activity and limited practice of contraception contribute to this 
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phenomenon, as does the very character of the Nicaraguan economy. The steadily 

growing proportion of women in the labor force results, for the most part, in their being 

single heads of households. The vast majority of female heads of households work, and 

they are twice as likely to be employed as married women. Women's share of the labor 

force rose from 14 percent in 1950 to 29 percent in 1977 and to 45 percent in 1989 (Mies, 

1996). By the 1980s, women predominated in petty commerce, personal services, and 

certain low-wage sectors such as the garment industry. Peasant women traditionally have 

performed agricultural labor as unpaid family workers; their economic significance thus 

probably has been underestimated by official labor statistics. By the 1980s, however, they 

formed a large and growing part of the salaried harvest labor force in cotton and coffee. 

Middle- and upper-class women have a good chance of escaping this trap as they are 

much less likely to work outside the home and can depend on domestic help for 

household duties (Marchand, 1997). 

 

DISCUSSION AND THEORY 
 

 The preceeding cases strongly suggest that a high ratio of females in a 

revolutionary organization may have contributed to its successes. I believe that resource 

mobilization theory (McCarthy and Zald, 1977; Rejai, 1980; Kitschelt, 1986) provides a 

useful framework within which to explain this phenomenon11. I theorize that the 

participation of women in a revolutionary movement increases the possibility of success 

by maximizing the revolutionaries’ utilization of possible resources. This argument is 

based upon an ocular examination of the cases and data discussed above, and derived 
                                                           
11 For more on why to use this approach, see Rod Aya (1979). 
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from Resource Mobilization (RM) theory.  

 Resource mobilization theorists such as William Riker (1977) and Charles Tilly 

(1978) posit that out of an expected resource one can derive maximum utility. Two 

aspects of the RM approach (as used here) are the regime (my R) and those in opposition 

to the regime (my I). These two groups are in contention for “power”, that is, control of 

the state apparatus. The regime typically has greater resources to maintain power, such as 

capital,  means of production, control over personnel, and such (Baker, Jensen, and 

Murphy, 1988; also Tilly and Tilly, 1998). Those in opposition have fewer and at lower 

levels of these resources at their disposal, and must thus seek to minimize the regime’s 

control of resources, or gain resources for themselves in order to win. 

Within the scope of this work, that means the expected usefulness of incumbency 

in a regime state, when maximized, will be both more useful and more often useful, than 

the expectations of an insurgent group operating against the same regime-state, when 

their total utility is maximized.  This works well with an expected resource, so that  

  

E(U)R >E(U)I, 

 

where E(U)R is expected utility of the resource R (the regime-state) being greater than 

the  E(U)I, the expected utility of resource I (an insurgency or rebellion). But, if the 

resource being used is unexpected, that is, unforeseen by the regime in its use by those in 

opposition, then what utility can be derived? That is to say, where the opposition makes 

some use of an (at that time) immeasurable resource, can this union of expected and un-

expected resources be greater than that of the regime-state? 
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Thus: 

È{E(U)I,u(U)n} > E(U)R 

 

 where E(U)R is the expected utility of the regime, and  3{E(U)I,u(U)n} the union of the 

two components of  insurgents (I) and “unexpected” (u) utility of the un-measured group 

(n).  

The resources of the regime are most often used more effectively than the 

resources of the insurgents: the result of training, experience, traditions, size, supply, 

logistics, among other factors. A proposition can be made that with the addition of an 

unforeseen/hitherto unused asset; the insurgents can be more effective in a struggle 

against the regime.  I assert that an opposition group will seek to utilize alternate 

resources previously overlooked (Vincent and LeClere, 1997). When the un-tapped 

resource being used is a potential fifty percent of the population, i.e., the female half, 

then, with some of the legal and traditional bonds being cast off, the utility of the 

additional resource can possibly be as effective as those of the male insurgents (Bourque, 

1989; Harris and King, 1989). This increases the revolutionary movement’s ability to 

engage the regime on closer to equal footing. However, this use of a hitherto unmeasured 

utility well exceeds that which would be expected, in main due to no prior knowledge 

(Chaffee, 1992).  

The sudden appearance of this utility causes consternation and confusion, the 

regime’s forces must adapt without being trained to do so: even the officer corps of the 

regime is caught off its guard. This is documented in the way the Tsar’s police reacted to 

the “Veras (Zasulich)” of the 1880s: bewilderment, confusion, excessive leniency, and 

most telling, an unwillingness to use the same type of coercive tactics as were in use 

against their male comrades (Zheltov and I’lyin, 1991). This made female revolutionaries 
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far more useful than their male counterparts. By 1917-1918 the anti-Tsarist forces, 

though disparate and uncoordinated, were able to end the Tsar’s regime (McDonald, 

1988; also Turchenko, 1960).  

In occupied Ireland, by 1916, the Special Section of the Royal Irish Constabulary 

was forced by the public’s outcry (in Great Britain) over the treatment of female 

prisoners to change their tactics and traditions. To this end, women were hired to the 

previously all-male forces to assist in coping with this new threat (Bowman, 1980). This 

put the constabulary on a reactionary footing, ceding control of events and situations to 

the anti-regime forces (Phoenix, 1998; Miller, Wilford, and Donoghue, 1996)). 

Simultaneously, the Royal Army in Ireland was as confused, befuddled, and slipshod in 

its tactics as the Tsarist police had been. When confronted with females, it coped in many 

of the same ways- allowing the female gunrunners, bomb-makers, couriers, et cetera- an 

incredible amount of freedom of movement not afforded to even the ‘loyal’, law-abiding, 

male populace (Compton, 1991).  

 In Nicaragua, demonstrations against the Somoza regime were shut down, 

sometimes brutally (CEPAL, 1986). Women, engaging in these demonstrations, had been 

treated with diffidence (if a peasant), deference (if appearing to be of Spanish descent), or 

with callousness (if appearing to be mestizo)(Gonzales, 1995). The anti-Somoza forces, 

especially the Sandinistas, had the advantage of better training in guerilla tactics than 

their Russian and Irish counterparts. This was due in part to the high levels of literacy 

among the leaders, and thus their access to historical sources, as well as practical field 

training by Cuban and Soviet experts (Marchand, 1997). By suggestion and reason, they 

effected the use of entire battalions of female guerillas in their struggle with the regime 

forces. Outside of the formal structure, the regime treatment of women also encouraged 

females to support anti-Somoza factions in material and non-material ways, on a scale 
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greater than that of either of the previous examples (Rowe and Schelling, 1991). 

 Why would women join these movements that risked surety, safety, and might 

have failed? Revolutionary movements are novel and rational responses to situations and 

opportunities in a society. They are seen as an innovative form of political participation, 

and often create their own resources as they evolve (Mamay, 1999). To join one is a 

rational act for those who have been previously marginalized or ignored by society 

(Green and Shapiro, 1994). Women may then join an insurgency so as to maximize their 

own status.  

To be part of a revolution is therefore rational, and even may seem desirable. This 

action fits five of Kitschelt’s (1991) six propositions, so: 

1. that individuals know what they want to accomplish through collective action; 

2. that individuals calculate cost/benefit ratios of participation; 

3. that although frustrations with society may be ubiquitous, revolutionary 

leaders and followers transform amorphous demands or wants into organized 

movements, with rational goals; 

4. that beyond normal resources such as capital, labor, and so on, others that fit 

the revolutionary movement, such as solidarity and legitimacy, shape means 

and goals; and, 

5. that movements are better able to be responsive rather than reactive , they are 

not bound to co-optation nor institutionalization- as are those within the 

regime. 

  

HYPOTHESES 
 

 My first hypothesis is that, other factors held constant, the greater the ratio of 
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women to men within a revolutionary movement, the greater will be the possibility that 

that revolution will achieve its goals. The opposite would also be true. That is, other 

factors held constant, the higher the level of women supporting the regime, the lesser the 

levels of support for the opposition. Concurrently, there will be a sector of the female 

populace that remains non-committal or neutral. If the regime is not making formal use of 

females for the regime’s purposes, then the maximum utility derived will come only from 

the use of the male populace. If the insurgency makes use of the female population, its 

total effectiveness is greatly enhanced, and the more women are employed for the cause, 

the more effective will be the cause and its purposes in reaching the total population.  

Thus, (the effectiveness of) R > (the effectiveness of) I , until the ratio of f:m 

(female to male membership) within I increases, drawing away the prior tacit support for 

R from the female populace. As f:m(I) increases, so does the possibility of success. This 

ratio is affected by the neutrality of the population not committed to either side, so that 

f:m(R)and f:m(I) can both increase or decrease, if neutrality levels increase or decrease 

correspondingly. 

 My second hypothesis is concerned with why a woman or group of women would 

choose to join an anti-regime organization. Simply put, what benefit does this risk garner 

for these women who do support or join revolutionary organizations? It is simpler, less 

risky, and more certain when one remains indifferent or neutral to the current regime, 

offering token vocal support when called upon to do so (Arendt, 1965; Bambery, 1990; 

DeFronzo, 1991; Elwood, 1974). Indubitably, many people, male or female, do so. When, 

one is presented with the revolutionary movement “face to face”, it is safer to again be 

indifferent, or offer token support( Safa and Nash, 1980). By playing on neither side of 

the field, one may minimize risk, and may come out reasonably well, no matter the 

outcome (Chaffee, 1992 ). This situation is an illlustration of the free rider phenomenon 
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common in situations where members of a society must decide whether or not to 

contribute to the provision of a public good (Keohane, 1989, compare to Olson, 1971) . 

 I hypothesize that the women who actively support a revolutionary cause do so 

because of the expectation that their risk will result in real benefits: an improvement in 

wages, living conditions, parity in the workplace, political equality, et cetera (Scott, 

1986; Chaffee, 1992). This is a reduced version of a cost-benefit analysis. In many cases, 

what is at risk may seem to be of no value or consequence; i.e., “things can not get any 

worse”. The more optimistic may instead view it as “this (my participation) will make 

things better’. The anecdotal evidence from the Irish and Russian women support these 

assertions (Truby, 1989; Tetrault, 1988; Dinnerstein, 1998; Elwood, 1974). Women in 

Nicaragua made similar statements (Randall, 1981, 1995), but many in these cases also 

expressed notions of ‘the romance’ of revolution, and revenge (Safa and Nash, 1980; 

Santana and Perrone,1984). This might be called the “frustration” hypothesis (F), that is, 

as females’ frustration with the regime-state increases, the more women will join in 

active and/or passive support roles for the revolutionary movements. Thus, as RF 

(Regime, Frustration with) increases, f:m ratio increases in I (Taylor and Moghaddam, 

1994)  

 My third hypothesis is that the act of inclusion of women into a (male-dominated) 

society such as a revolutionary organization is a radical step; that is, a move towards 

equality, conscious or not (Gelb, 1989). As a revolutionary organization accepts females 

into its rank-and-file, and as that information becomes known to the society outside of the 

revolutionary organization, both the society and insurgency become more egalitarian 

(Gelb, 1989; Goetz, 1995). Females in society, observing the insurgency from afar, and 

quite possibly coveting equality on any level (Holloway, 1985), may therefore become 

frustrated with the regime and more available for recruitment into revolutionary 
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organizations (Gurr, 1971). Thus, as f:m reaches toward a parity, RF increases, and f:m in 

I increases, and so forth.     

 The three hypotheses support one another, to some degree evolving over time- as 

in Figure 1: 

 

FIGURE ONE: Hypotheses 

iRF1→® I®→  iR® 

RF2→®( ↑− f:m(I) ) →®RF3® 

(↑− f:m(I)) →® RF4 →®( ↑− f:m(I) )… 

where 1,2,3,4, and so on, are points in time, and iR  is the initial reaction of the regime to 

insurrectionary activity.  

As RF and f:m both increase, the utility of females within the revolutionary 

organization increases, as the organization finds novel uses for them. Since, as pointed 

out earlier, a woman’s political utility is at that point unknown to the regime, the female's 

usefulness may actually be much greater than her male counterpart's from the moment 

she is accepted (Harris, 1989). It is possible that the percentage of women in an 

organization could reach higher than that of men. The frustration many felt with the 

Somoza regime appeared to have caused such an influx of combatant females into the 

Sandinistas that separate battalions of women were formed to handle their large number 

(Randall, 1981,1995). Similarly, the Bolsheviks formed all-female mortar companies, 

cavalry squadrons, and two known regiments of shock-troop infantry (Frunze, 1965 

(1930), Vorapayev and Iovlev, 1969). The Irish, while not formalizing female’s roles 

initially12 instead included all females that petitioned into their various flying squads and 

                                                           
12 Not until 1973 did the Irish Republican Army (IRA) form all-female units. These are known collectively as 
Cumann na mBan. Their purpose is similar to other all-female units in other revolutionary and terrorist 
organizations: some actual combat, and a great deal of recruitment focus (Ryan, 1994). 
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columns (Truby, 1989; Purdie, 1989; and Ryan, 1994). 

 

INTERPRETING THE EVIDENCE 
 

 I stated previously that only the most basic methodology would be used. Ocular 

examination shows a correlation between women’s combatant participation and regime 

failure. The exact reasons for this relationship are not as clear, but an understanding of 

political frustration may account for some of this (Gurr, 1970). Not only have regimes 

been surprised by their contact with female insurgents, but it seems as if many scholars 

have been caught unawares as well.. 

The three cases presented above suggest strongly that female participation is very 

important for revolutionary success. However, I have not presented enough cases to fully 

test that hypothesis. There is also the possible problem that not all cases of revolution fit 

this model. This is illustrated below in Figure 2.  My hypothesis (high f:m(I) results in 

higher success) should also be as true for the opposite-  that low f:m(I) will result in 

revolutionary movement failure, such as in Ukraine (1919- c. 1949)(Karpov, 1986). 

There are some problems with this argument. First, there are cases of revolutionary 

success where low f:m(I) has prevailed- Iran, Afghanistan, and Algeria (Moghadam, 

1997). Second, there are cases where high f:m(I) did not result in success, such as in El 

Salvador in the 1980’s (Dunkerly, 1982) The following table shows this problem: 

FIGURE TWO: Problems of Proof 

Revolution Fails         Revolution Succeeds 

(low f:m) Example:      Ukraine (low f:m) Example:            Iran 

(high f:m) Example:       El Salvador (high f:m) Ireland, Russia, Nicaragua 
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What accounts for the discrepancies between the cases I presented and the end 

results elsewhere? Perhaps the explanation does not lie with the inclusion of females per 

se, but rather with the utilization of any (un-expected) utility; of which female 

participation is but one example. If other compensating utilities are used, then they may 

adjust for not using female participation, the ratio of women to men (either I or R) would 

not matter. I suggest that understanding the use of alternate resources may be the key to 

comprehending the success of a revolutionary organization. As with female participation, 

the study of revolution may have not explored this issue far enough.  

Participation of the population is an essential element for a revolution's success, but 

anecdotal evidence aside, the evidence does not prove that the participation of women is 

a necessary condition for revolutionary success. The study of revolution seems fraught 

with such “false grails” (Brinton, 1974). To ascertain whether the involvement and 

participation of an isolated or particular segment of a populace is proper for the study of 

revolution is beyond the scope of this paper. What is needed is a case-by-case analysis of 

every revolution in this century. A careful examination of the levels of participation by 

various groups and sub-groups would serve very well. 

Such an analysis appears impossible, given the state of available evidence at this 

time. For example: My examination of early Soviet data showed that the figures given for 

participation were inconsistent, often reflecting momentary politics and ideology 

(compare KRASNIYARKIV and the later GOSARKIV for various years). The figures 

for Ireland have also been argued over, with observers of differing ideologies interpreting 

them in distinctive ways (Morgan and Fraser, 1999). The case of Nicaragua is less 

disputed, quite possibly because the events are nearer in time and were somewhat better 

observed than the others. 
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As more evidence comes available, perhaps more sophisticated methods may be 

employed. I would suggest that for further study, not only should revolutions from this 

century be studied, but also any armed struggle should be examined to determine whether 

female participation was significant. Understanding the relationship that may exist 

between female participation and revolutionary success will need more than anything else 

a greater comprehension of why females would engage in this sort of behavior (Sylvester, 

1991, 1998b)13. There are hints and clues in the anecdotal evidence, but they are not 

sufficient. 

The study of revolution and its motivations also suffer from the "victor mentality" 

problems. That is to say, the winners write the histories, often glossing over their 

mistakes, and minimizing any negative connotations. Witness the frequent changes in 

Soviet history of the 1917 Revolution. Losers in these events tend towards a defensive 

apologism; failing to record or acknowledge mistakes, and shifting blame among former 

comrades or upon outside factors.  

There are also questions about the validity of studying such phenomena. Research 

into the area of women’s studies is often looked at disdainfully by more traditional 

members of academia (Enloe, 1999; Sylvester, 1998a). This is an obstacle to conducting 

research (Sen and Grown, 1985). Further, within the scope of women’s studies are 

arguments over how to approach research questions (Mies, 1996); this infighting allows 

others to continue scorning the study of women’s issues (Lind, 1999). Reconciling these 

problems will be difficult, but is not insurmountable ( Mies, 1996; Buvinic, 1998; 

Tickner, 1998). I intend to conduct further research in these areas through work such as 

this. Until such time as more data become available for examining the issue of female 

participation in revolutions more fully, the empirical study of revolution seems lacking. 
                                                           
13 John Lofland, to this end, suggests that the RM approach use “four operational and strategic decisions…  
…to empiricize this type of research” (1999). 
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APPENDIX: TERMS and ABBREVIATIONS 
 
GENDER: artificial socially constructed roles ascribed to males and females. Different 
from sex, which is a biologically determined matter.  
 
GENDER ROLES: these social constructs can and do change over time, between 
communities and cultures, and happen as a result of social, economic, political, or 
theological shifts. 

(Source: Commission for the Advancement of Women, as used by the ILO, 
UNIFEM, UNRISD, and others) 

 
GOSARKHIV- “State Archives (of the U.S.S.R.)”, locations throughout the former 
Soviet Union 
 
KRASNIYARKHIV- “Red Archives and History (of the C.P.S.U.)”. Much the same as 
GOSARKHIV, albeit some material superseded or “corrected” (sic).  
 
ILO: International Labour Office of the United Nations General Secretariat. 
 
IPU: Inter-Parliamentary Union. A non-profit research and social-science organization, 
focussing on tracking parliamentary changes globally.  
 
UNIFEM: United Nations Development Fund for Women. Now part of the United 
Nations Development Program. 
 
UNRISD: United Nations Research Institute for Social Development.  
 
Voyenizdat- Soviet Red Army Publishing House. 
 
GOSPUB- U.S.S.R. State Publishing Agency. 
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